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Combining space- and ground-based observations
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consecutive images during each scan of the corresponding
spectral line are not summed up, preventing the smearing of
small-scale details. Besides, the above de!nition also ensures
the maximization of the spectral coherence between different
layers.

The spectropolarimetric sensitivity of IBIS is very high and
was estimated in Viticchié et al. (2010) as 10!3 times the
continuum intensity level.

At the center of the studied sunspot, we observe a saturation
of the polarization signals in the photosphere. This can be
explained as a combination of different effects, namely, the low
signal-to-noise ratio caused by the intrinsic photon "ux at
the center of the umbra, challenging the dynamic range of
the detector (Centeno et al. 2014), and the saturation of the
magnetic !eld sensitivity (see for instance Sten"o 2013), which
occurs when Zeeman splitting becomes comparable with the
line width and is typical of spectral lines with large Landé
factors such as Fe I 617.3 nm (g= 2.5). For these reasons, the
pixels at the center of the umbra are masked out in the maps.
However, we note that this region is not included in any of the
analyses of this work.

We studied the CP perturbations by applying a fast Fourier
transform (FFT) coherence and phase analysis to CP signals at
the two atmospheric heights sampled by the observations. In
addition, we undertook phase correlation analyses between CP
and intensity oscillations to attempt to identify a possible
coupling between them.

In order to ensure the reliability of our results and their
statistical signi!cance, all the phase-lag diagrams reported in
this work only include phase measurements that demonstrated

coherence levels larger than 95%. Indeed, any phase estimate
between signals with a small coherence should not be
considered physically meaningful. We note that a coherence
threshold of 95% corresponds to a very large con!dence level,
ensuring that accurate relationships (e.g., coupling) between the
two different diagnostics are investigated.
It is worth noting that the time series of certain diagnostics in

the solar atmosphere may be the result of the superposition of
different oscillations and processes. There might be different
modes present at the same time, and those showing a coupling (
i.e., a particular phase lag) between, for example, different
heights may have a much smaller amplitude compared to the
dominant peak of the phase spectrum. In this regard, the
coherence analysis can be seen as a !ltering technique, which
highlights the mere coupled components of two signals even if
these components have a small amplitude compared to other
dominant peaks of the power spectrum.

3. Results

3.1. CP–CP Phase

In Figure 2, we show the CP phase lag map (panel a) and its
related coherence map (panel b) in the 3 mHz band (0.7 mHz
bandwidth) as obtained from our FFT coherence analysis of the
CP signals at the two atmospheric heights sampled by the Fe I
617.3 nm and Ca II 854.2 nm spectral lines. The map is
obtained by averaging the phase values in this range. Our
reasoning in choosing this frequency band will become
apparent later in this section. Here, we note that the phase
lag map displays a circular area of positive values of the phase

Figure 1. SOT/SP continuum intensity (panel a), magnetic !eld strength (panel b) and inclination (panel c) from Hinode level 2 data products. The dotted–dashed
rectangular box represents the IBIS FoV. (Panels d and e): IBIS intensity images in the core of the Fe I 617.3 nm line and of the Ca II 854.2 nm line, respectively.
(Panel f): CP map obtained from the IBIS Fe I 617.3 nm line measurements. The central region of the umbra that is affected by possible saturation effects and low
photon "ux is indicated as a hatched area. (Panel g): CP map derived from the IBIS Ca II 854.2 nm line data.
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